Neuronal ensembles are building blocks of cortical activity yet it is unclear if they 
Introduction 29
Cortical circuits generate synchronous activity states, also known as neuronal 30 ensembles (or assemblies), that may constitute emergent functional units, as 31 building blocks of memories, percepts, movements, or mental states (Abeles, To explore this, we combined calcium imaging of neuronal populations (Yuste 44 and Katz, 1991), two-photon microscopy (Denk et al., 1990 ; Yuste and Denk,performing a visually guided Go/No-Go behavioral task. Then, using two-photon 48 holographic optogenetics (Nikolenko et 
Head-fixed mice reliably perform visual Go/No-Go task 65
We carried out simultaneous two-photon imaging (GCaMP6s) and two-photon 66 holographic optogenetics (C1V1) of targeted neurons in layer 2/3 of primary 67 visual cortex (Packer et habituation to the treadmill and water restriction for 2 days until they reached 72 85% of their original weight. After this habituation period, mice went through 3 73 days of continuous reinforcement where water reward was delivered following 74 the Go signal (at 100% visual contrast). After this continuous reinforcement 75 period, and to avoid sudden changes in pupil diameter due to high contrast visualstimuli, we reduced the contrast level to 50%. During this training protocol mice 77 gradually learned to lick correctly when Go and No-Go visual stimuli were 78 randomly presented. After 7 days of performing the visually-guided behavioral 79 task (at 50% contrast) mice reached a performance level above 75% that plateau 80 for at least 8 days. We considered expert mice those with a behavioral 81 performance above 75% from day 10 on (Fig. 1C 
151
GCaMP6s and C1V1 can be simultaneously photostimulated using a SLM.
153

Reliably activation of Go-signal neuronal ensembles after training 154
We then searched for Go and No-Go neuronal ensembles by performing PCA of 155 population vector activity (Carrillo-Reid et al., 2016) in expert mice during 156 behavior. Indeed, PCA showed the presence of a single Go-signal neuronal 157 ensemble, which differed from separate clusters of population vectors 158 representing different neuronal ensembles related to No-Go stimuli (Fig. 3A) . at different time points (Fig. 3D) 
237
Red shadows show reliably responsive neurons when one or multiple cells were targeted using a 
244
Holographic activation of non-GO neurons disrupts ensemble identity and 245
behavioral performance 246
To test the link between neuronal ensembles and behavior we proceeded in 247 three steps. First, we activated, during the Go signal, a nonspecific group of 248 neurons that did not belong to the Go ensemble ( Fig. 5A ; "Disrupt" condition = 249
Go stimulus + SLM stimulation). This manipulation degraded the identity of the 250
Go ensemble, creating a mixed response, visualized as population vectors that 251 clearly differed from visually evoked neuronal ensembles (Fig. 5B) . Accordingly, 252 the similarity map of population vectors evoked by visual stimuli and population 253 vectors evoked by the Disrupt condition revealed two different populations ( were activated together with visual stimuli (Fig. 5E ). Disrupt ensembles (whose 263 neurons were chosen randomly) were mostly composed by neurons not 264 belonging to Go or No-Go ensembles (Fig 5F and 5G ; not belonging neurons: Together with these changes in the Go ensemble, the Disrupt condition also led 271 to significant decreases in task performance ( 
303
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test.
305
Activation of Go ensembles by holographic optogenetics of pattern 306 completion neurons improves behavioral performance 307
In a second step, we investigated whether the targeted recalling of the Go 308 ensemble could improve behavioral performance, by holographic optogenetic 309 activation of Go ensemble neurons during behavior (Fig. 6A) . To do so, we first 310 decreased the contrast of visual stimuli in trained mice in order to reduce task 311 performance (Glickfeld et al., 2013) , thereby increasing our sensitivity to detect 312 behavioral changes in trained animals. Under low contrast visual stimulation 313 conditions (10-40% contrast), the behavioral performance of trained animals 314 significantly decreased (Fig. 1F) . Given our past finding that stimulation of one or 315 a few pattern completion neurons can recall an entire ensemble (Carrillo-Reid et 316 al., 2016), we chose to selectively target several of them for photostimulation, 317 using our CRF graph theory method to identify them first computationally from 318 their responses to the Go stimulus ( Fig. 2D; (Carrillo-Reid et al., 2017) ). In order 319 to perform these set of experiments, neurons with pattern completion capability 320 must also co-express GCaMP6s and C1V1, so only a few of the animals used in 321 the present study satisfied the criteria (6/122 mice) and very few pattern 322 completion neurons were available for stimulation. 323
Holographic activation of two or more pattern completion neurons during low 324 contrast visual stimuli generated evoked population vectors that overlapped with 325 those originally evoked by Go-signals, confirming their pattern completion 326 capabilities (Fig 6B) . Similarity maps depicting the angles between population 327 vectors belonging to the Go ensemble and Go ensembles activated by 328 holographic photostimulation of pattern completion neurons in the presence of 329 Go signals in low contrast indicated that both ensembles were indistinguishable (Fig. 6C) . Consistent with this, the similarity between population vectors was 331 significantly increased by photostimulation ( Fig. 6D; (Fig. 6E) . Recall Go 338 ensembles had a widespread spatial distribution and pattern completion neurons 339
were not spatially clustered (Fig. 6F) . As indicated by the similarity map (Fig. 6C ) 340 and raster plots (Fig. 6E) , the reliability of Go ensembles in low contrast stimuli 341 was significantly lower than that of Recall Go ensembles ( 
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Stimulation of at least two pattern completion neurons is necessary to 386 enhance behavioral response 387
We wondered whether the behavioral performance could also be enhanced by 388 the photoactivation of a single pattern completion neuron, since artificially 389 imprinted ensembles, formed by the repetitive activation of a random group of 390 neurons, can be recalled by single cell stimulation (Carrillo-Reid et al., 2016). To 391 test this, we used two-photon optogenetics to activate one pattern completion 392 neuron during low contrast visual stimuli (Fig. 7A) , finding that this evoked 393 population vectors that overlapped those evoked by activation of multiple pattern 394 completion neurons (Fig. 7B) . Moreover, photostimulation of individual pattern 395 completion neurons also evoked population vectors that were similar to 396 population vectors evoked by Go signals with low contrast (Fig. 7C ; similarity 397 single: 0.34±0.0226; P>0.05 n.s). However, the total number of recalled neurons 398 was significantly enhanced by photostimulation of multiple neurons ( Fig. 7D ; 399 recalled neurons from single neuron activation: 4±0.52; recalled neurons multiple 400 neuron activation: 6.68±0.44; P<0.005**). Indeed, the activation of several 401 pattern completion neurons was more effective in recalling behaviorally relevant 402 neuronal ensembles (Fig. 7E) . Recalled ensembles after single neuron 403 stimulation were also distributed across the field of view (Fig. 7F) the targeted activation of a single pattern completion neuron was not able to 417 reliably recall a Go-ensemble or enhance behavioral performance of a visually-418 guided task. We concluded that, under our experimental conditions, the 419 holographic activation of at least two neurons with pattern completion capability 420 is required to generate significant effects in behavioral performance. 421 To continue examining the behavioral role of ensembles, in a third step, we 452 trigger the Go ensemble capability in the absence of any visual stimulation, by 453 stimulating two pattern completion neurons from the Go ensemble together (Fig.  454   8A) . In some instances, the dual stimulation led to the recalling of the Go 455 ensemble and this was accompanied by a major increase in behavioral 456 performance, compared to the trials when the Go ensemble was not recalled 457 ( of neurons belonging to the Go ensemble was also significantly higher during 465 successful recalling epochs compared to non-recalling epochs ( Fig. 8D ; cross-466 correlation no recall: 0.12±0.0064; cross-correlation recall: 0.26±0.0144;P<0.005**), indicating that Go ensemble neurons were activated together during 468 the recalling epochs, as can be directly seen in the raster plot from neurons 469 belonging to the Go ensemble (Fig. 8E) . Recalled Go ensembles in the absence 470 of visual stimuli also had a widespread spatial distribution (Fig. 8F) 
Pattern completion in neocortical circuits 511
Pattern completion, defined as the ability to recall a complex pattern of 512 information from a small part of it, is a cornerstone of human memory and many 513 behaviors. In a neural circuit, pattern completion is thought to occur when an 514 initial activity pattern is imprinted in a set of neurons via the strengthening of its 515 connections (Seung and Yuste, 2010) . After this stage, the activation of only one 516 the neurons sets off the entire group. Initially proposed by Marr to explain 517 associative recall in the hippocampus (Marr, 1971) , the intrinsic ability of 518 recurrently connected neural circuits to generate pattern completion has been 519 highlighted by theorists, helping the system converge on attractors states 520 (Hopfield, 1982; Hopfield and Tank, 1986) . Completion of patterns of spikes was 521 first described in hippocampus, using electrophysiological recordings (Mizumori 522 et al., 1989) , and it has been suggested that CA3, with its recurrent connectivity, 523 may play a particularly important role in implementing it (Gold and Kesner, 2005 ).
More recently, hippocampal pattern completion has been linked to visual 525 discrimination in the cortex (Hindy et al., 2016) , indicating that pattern completion 526 may not be specific to the hippocampus but found widely throughout the 527 forebrain. In agreement with this, we previously found that coactivation of a group 528 of neurons could imprint them to fire together as an ensemble, and that, for days 529 Indeed, the recalling of neuronal ensembles related to the Go signal only 553 produced a significant enhancement of behavioral performance when at least two 554 neurons with pattern completion capability were simultaneously activated (Fig. 7) . by the correct behavior, can be internally driven and be independent of the 572 sensory input. In this scenario, ensembles could be viewed as dynamical 573 attractors that implement perceptual or memory states (Hopfield, 1982) , rather 574 than mere sensory states. Indeed, the ability to generate states of activity that 575 are independent of the sensory realm, and which can be used to symbolize or 576 mentally manipulate the world, has been long suspected to underlie the design 577 logic of many areas of the central nervous system (Hebb, 1949; Hopfield, 1982 ; 578 We used a custom made treadmill attached to an angular position magnetic 758 sensor. The water is delivered using a solenoid valve attached to a gravity water 759 system. The waterspout was located at 1.5 mm from the animal's mouth. The 760 volume delivered for each correct trial was 4µl determined by the opening 761 duration of the solenoid valve. Licking was monitoring with a commercial 762 capacitive touch sensor attached to the waterspout. All signals were recorded to 763 a host computer using a Digital Acquisition Board using MATLAB. An Arduino 764
Uno connected via an USB interface to the host computer controlled visual 765 stimulation and water delivery. 766
Visual stimulation 767
Visual stimuli were generated using MATLAB Psychophysics Toolbox and 768 displayed on a LCD monitor positioned 15 cm from the right eye at 45° to the 769 long axis of the animal. Visual stimuli consisted of full-field sine wave drifting-770 gratings (contrasts: 100%, 50% and <40%, 0.035 cycles/°, 2 cycles/sec) drifting 771 in two orthogonal directions presented for 2 sec, followed by 6 sec of mean 772 luminescence. Experiments in the absence of visual stimuli (Fig. 8) were 773 recorded with the monitor displaying a gray screen with mean luminescence 774 similar to drifting-gratings. 775
Behavioral training 776
After recovery from headplate implantation mice were weighted and handled for 777 2 days under water restriction until they reach 85% of their original weight, during 
